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memory, thus helping to release the unused memory for better performance. protects seperated partitions: it can easily protect the system reserved partition so that it does not get touched accidentally. tunes windows defragment: this tool can also automatically defragment the
hard drives, thus enabling to save time and spare your valuable time as well. allows you to manage own partitions: in case if you are the admin user of the machine, you can easily manage your own partition so that you have the freedom to boost up your pc partition as per your

needs. allows you to make free space: in case if you are running out of space on your system, then this tool can easily help you to make free space by merging adjacent and unused space. easy control: in case if you are using multiple computers then you can easily mount and use
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conversion, copying, and cloning a breeze. you can create and delete partitions. you can even move partitions to other drives. with it, you can also mount partitions from other drives to get an overview of them. there are various other tasks, such as data conversion, file recovery,
and more. minitool home is free while the pro version is paid. a free partition tool from the makers of the award-winning, all-in-one partitioning software, easeus. it offers the same features and functionality as the full edition of easeus partition master, but is limited to a free trial.

new and enhanced features in professional edition 18.12.4 move and resize partition: now you can easily move/resize existing partitions. enable/disable partition: enable/disable partitions for easy maintenance. create new partition: now you can easily create new partitions.
eliminate partition: now you can easily delete existing partitions. encrypt partition: now you can easily encrypt/decrypt existing partitions. extend partition: now you can easily extend existing partitions. merge adjacent partitions: now you can easily merge/divide adjacent partitions.
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